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Abstract: In order to investigate how children reason about mechanism, we presented 31 

children from two third-grade classrooms with the task of constructing a pop-up book. Here 

we report the results of a qualitative analysis of 29 children’s semi-structured interviews in 

which they answered questions about their pop-up books post-construction. We found that 

nearly all children exhibited seeds of mechanistic reasoning, and that their attention to pop-up

mechanisms varied.

Significance
Mechanistic reasoning is a core disciplinary practice of both science and engineering. It involves both relating 

causes with effects and describing the processes responsible for those relations. By focusing on the processes 

that underlie cause-and-effect relationships, mechanistic explanations take into account (a) the components of 

mechanisms, (b) the properties and organization of those components, and (c) the activities through which those 

components affect one another, producing causal, explanatory chains that span from input to output (Machamer, 

Darden, & Craver, 2000; Russ, Scherr, Hammer, & Mikeska, 2008). This study uses Russ et al.’s framework for

mechanistic reasoning to investigate mechanistic elements of student thinking in a new system: student-designed 

pop-ups. Children are often highly motivated to learn about pop-up mechanisms. In addition, the act of 

designing, rather than simply operating, pop-ups may provide important supports for the development of 

mechanistic reasoning.

Research Questions
We set out to answer three questions: (a) Do children engage in mechanistic reasoning about pop-ups? (b) If so, 

in what ways and under what circumstances? and (c) What aspects of mechanism do they attend to and associate 

in their mechanistic accounts?

Method
Participants in our study were 31 children (12 boys and 19 girls) from two third-grade classes in a suburban 

elementary school in the Midwestern United States. Twelve of the 31 children were classified as ELLs.

Instructional Design
We worked with 3 teachers (two classroom teachers and a student teacher) to plan pop-up lessons, based on a 

12-part pop-up curriculum. In order to connect pop-ups to their required curriculum, the teachers combined pop-

ups with two other units: researching animals of the world and writing poems. This resulted in a hybrid 

instructional design in which children first researched animals (e.g., lions, tigers, anacondas, snowy owls), then 

learned about and wrote different types of poems (e.g., acrostic, diamante, haiku, persona), and, finally, learned 

to make several types of pop-up mechanisms. Each component of the instructional design was linked to a central 

project, in which children created their own animals of the world pop-up poetry books.

Data Collection
After instruction, 29 of the 31 children were interviewed individually. The interviews (all videotaped) were 

semi-structured and designed to elicit information about how children constructed their pop-up book (e.g., “Tell 

me about your pop-up,” “How does your pop-up work?” and “How did you make that pop-up?”). In addition, 

pictures were taken of each page of every pop-up book the children made. On average, each book had five pages, 

each featuring a different animal and comprised of a poem, pop-up, and illustration.

Analysis
We began by watching and transcribing each child’s interview. We identified instances of mechanistic talk

within each interview (in total there were 133). Mechanistic talk was defined as any place where children 

noticed, described, or explained how their pop-up worked. To develop an analytic framework to characterize 

children’s mechanistic reasoning about pop-ups, we performed an inductive analysis (Thomas, 2006); emerging 

themes were developed by studying transcripts and video of instances of mechanistic talk iteratively and in 

detail. 

We classified children’s responses along two dimensions (aspect of mechanism and type of 

explanation), each with multiple thematic categories. Aspects of mechanism included components (e.g., center 

fold, attached piece of the pop-up), activities (e.g., opening or closing the book and horizontal, vertical, or 
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diagonal motion of the pop-up), or properties of the pop-up system (e.g., symmetry and height of the opened 

pop-up). Types of explanation included mechanistic attention without connection (child attends to, but does not 

associate, mechanistic aspects of the pop-up system); empirical regularities (child attends to mechanistic 

aspects and explains that two mechanistic aspects co-occurred); and mechanistic connections (child attends to 

mechanistic aspects and explains how one aspect of a mechanism causes another). To investigate the frequency 

and circumstances under which children engaged in different types of mechanistic explanation, as well as 

differences in attention to aspects of mechanism across types of explanation, we looked for patterns in coded 

responses across dimensions and categories.

Findings
Nearly every student explanation (92%) exhibited seeds of mechanistic reasoning. Moreover, many children

associated the output motion of their pop-up with structural properties of the pop-up system (i.e., points of 

attachment or distance from the central fold), not just with the input activity of opening or closing the book. 

However, not all explanations were equally mechanistic. Children used multiple forms of mechanistic 

reasoning, which differed in degree and type of connection (i.e., no mechanistic connections, empirical 

regularities, or mechanistic connections) as well as attention to aspects of mechanism (i.e., particular

components, activities, or properties). (See Table 1.) Explanation type varied by child, but not by type of pop-up 

or animal being depicted.

Table 1: Children used multiple forms of mechanistic reasoning.

Type of reasoning Description Example % of student 

explanations

No attention to 

mechanism

Did not attend to mechanistic 

aspects of pop-up

I made this one [snake] like in the 

grass and I didn't just want the grass 

really green so I added a little brown.

8%

Mechanistic 

attention without 

connection 

Attended to, but did not 

associate, aspects of 

mechanism

This … is my jaguar. It's head is 

popping out and I like it because it 

looks like it's running after it's food.

22%

Empirical 

regularities 

Explained that two 

mechanistic aspects co-

occurred

When you close it, … it folds over to 

the other side and when you open it, it 

comes back to the spot where it’s at.

17%

Mechanistic 

connections 

Explained how one 

mechanistic aspect caused 

another

If you put it out farther, it doesn’t go 

out as much.

53%

Moreover, attention to mechanistic aspects varied with type of explanation. Student attention to mechanistic 

activities narrowed across types of explanation, whereas attention to properties of components and activities 

grew, and student attention to mechanistic components shifted in a more nonlinear fashion across types of 

explanation.

Implications
Student-designed pop-ups may be a fruitful context for developing the seeds of mechanistic reasoning. At the 

same time, it may be important to: (a) systematically build from design activities and discussion to the creation 

and testing of mechanistic conjectures and verbal and written systems for representing those conjectures; (b) 

support attention to less visible aspects of mechanism (e.g., position and shape of the attachment and two or 

three-dimensional motion of the pop-up) and the association of inputs, outputs, and intermediate components, 

activities, and properties of mechanisms; and (c) focus initial discussions on noticing pop-up activities, 

components, and properties, then begin to ask questions that call for consideration of longer and longer chains of 

association among those noticings.
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